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Abstract: This paper discusses one of the approaches towards learning in the online discussions environment.
The approach which was first labeled negatively as ‘bully’ but then recognized as provocateur in online
discussions. A provocateur in this study is indicated as a highly visible participant and highly engaged in
learning in the online discussions. The case study reveals the provocateur’s strategies for his personal learning
by provoking other students in the online discussions and how he  views  his  approach  to  enable  learning.
This study contributes to understanding adopted roles of participants in online discussions and the findings
benefit certain areas in the online discussion environment. The findings of this study also could help tutors
of online discussions look at individual roles more closely in order to understand and support personal learning
in the online discussion process.
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INTRODUCTION who only read other peoples’ contribution in online

Different person has different approaches and “free-rider”, while provocation is the act of provoking
strategies towards their personal learning in online somebody or something by making the person angry or
discussions forum. In the online discussion area indignant. The act of provocation might occur when some
especially in the Learning Management System (LMS) individuals tried to get others to join the online
such as Moodle or WebCT, research shows that when discussions by annoying them and using infuriating
students are comfortable with the online discussion words.
community and their interpersonal relationships, they will
be able to participate, interact and negotiate actively ‘Bully’  in  The  Types  of  Online  Interaction  Model:
during the discussions [1]. Abu Ziden, Fong et al. [2] There are four types of participants’ approaches in terms
proposed four types of individuals’ approaches and of their engagement and level of visibility in online
movement of interactions in online discussions in the discussions, which are lurker, bully, regular participant
Types of Online Interaction Model. The model is a and non-engage [4]. The four types of participants’
framework that has been developed to propose the roles approaches show different levels of engagement towards
that people adopt in the online discussions environment learning. There are also different levels of visibility-less
(refer to Figure 1). The Types of Online Interaction Model visible, visible and highly visible. People who are less
is proposed from step by step analysis on how visible participate less in the online discussions and
individuals participate and engaged in online discussions. people who are highly visible participate more in the
Different approaches are used in online discussions for online discussions. Although there is a distinction
various reasons. It is important to highlight that some of between learning in a general context and learning in the
the approaches in online discussions are considered as online environment, the interaction and learning
negative actions within the online discussions experience, within either face-to-face and online, is seen
environment. Actions such as lurking and provoking lead as the main contributor to personal learning [4]. In the
to negative perception towards the individuals who Types of Online Interaction Model, individual approaches
adopted the approaches. Lurking is a label for individuals in terms of  engagement  and  level  of  visibility  in  online

discussions and Salmon (2002) [3] labeled the approach as
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Fig. 1: Types of Online Interaction Model [4]

discussions is suggested. Dysthe (2002) [5] suggests that environment through an approach which was labeled as
measuring the growth in understanding and conceptual bully. As such, the process of inquiring into individuals’
changes in individual students as a result of an experiences and how they go about their own learning
interaction is a very complex endeavor and each involved in the research process. A qualitative method
participant in an interaction will have a different learning provides the opportunity to be absorbed in the research,
experience. This article discussed on a role that to be inside an unfamiliar territory and to build an
individuals adopt in online discussions which is labeled understanding of the situation occurring inside that
as ‘bully’. ‘Bully’ was considered as one of the territory. As suggest by Rudestam and Newton (2001) [6]
approaches in online discussions. However the Types of the participants are the experiential experts on the
Online   Interaction   Model   reveals  there  are  three phenomenon being studied. By letting  the  data  emerge,
different  types  of   ‘bully’   in   online   discussions: it is anticipated that participants’ perspectives on their
Agitator, Dominator and Provocateur. learning processes in the context of online discussions

The learning axis refers to the level of engagement in would describe what they do, how they describe the
the online discussions, which indicates an individual’s things they do and why. 
approach towards learning in online discussions. Level of A case study approach had been adopted in this
visibility indicates an individual’s approach to study which relies on the data collected through
participation in online discussions, from less visible interviews with students, direct observation of the
towards highly visible. Individuals who were less visible subjects during online discussions throughout the
contributed less in the online discussions and individuals semesters and looking in-depth at their contributions in
who were highly visible contributed actively. the online discussions. Yin (1984) [7] defines the case

MATERIAL AND METHODS investigates   a   contemporary  phenomenon  within  its

Research Design: This article explores the impact on communicate the results of the case study analysis and
personal learning of the use of an online discussion in a findings and to ground this study as an emergent theory.
learning management system. Specifically, it seeks to Because this study is focused  on  individual  perceptions
contribute to the knowledge of how individuals learn from and experiences of learning through online discussions,
interaction and engagement in an online discussion the events and findings related to the process of

study research method as an empirical inquiry that

real-life context (pg. 23). It is also important to be able to
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individual learning would be based on what happened in Through two interview sessions, Tim had considered that
the research context, with possibilities of transferability to online discussions gave him the opportunity to collect a
other similar contexts or settings. range of information from different people. The flexibility

Data Analysis and Findings: The process of analyzing certain issues in-depth by comparing information
and interpreting the data involved several experiences of provided   by   other  students  during  the  discussions.
“looking again” at or re-viewing what actually happened The  relational  nature  of  the  course  stimulated  his
in   the   setting.   One of    the    emerging    findings    in interest in other people’s perceptions and experiences,
the study was the occurrence of the role of a provocateur. which enabled him to make judgements and form his own
Tim (a pseudonym) was a participant in the study who opinions on the issues discussed. The arguments that
were labeled as an ‘online discussion’s bully’ by the tutor sometimes occurred in the online discussions helped him
of the course. However the analysis shown thet although to construct his own knowledge. 
Tim seems to be bullying other students during the online Tim also demonstrated his eagerness to explore the
discussions, he was highly engaged in his own learning online discussions as a tool for his learning. He clearly
through the discussions. indicated that his learning process in the online

Bully or Provocateur?: The findings of this study arguments in order to find out more about certain issues.
indicate that a provocateur is highly visible and highly He found online discussions to be a very interesting part
engaged in learning in the online discussions. of the course. Other people’s comments on his ideas
Provocateurs were initially viewed as bullies because of helped him to evaluate his own thinking. He agreed that
their disapproving attitude towards other students during the informal nature of the online discussions also
the online discussions. However, while the provocateur provided him with the flexibility to use different
sometimes stirred the online discussion sessions by using approaches for his personal learning. He felt that the
disapproving words or attitudes. The approach could also unconventional approach of the online discussions
result in vibrant and meaningful discussions as the provided him with more real life experiences from his
actions of the provocateur became the unofficial peers. Although he realised that he offended certain
invitation for other students to be involved in the topics. people during the online discussions, he believed that

Tim as a ‘Bully’: During the initial stage of the analysis, ideas and was the special aspect of online discussion. 
Tim was labeled as a bully in the online discussions in Tim indicated that the interactions in the online
this course. Throughout that stage, his approach were discussions helped him to reinforce and revisit his
somewhat viewed negatively. However there were also existing knowledge. The interactions and dialogue that
considerable    positive     outcomes    coming    from   it. Tim experienced with his co-learners in the online
The positive impact of his approach has resulted in discussions provided rich information to enable him to
consideration of the label used for Tim. satisfy his curiosity and uncertainty about certain issues.

Tim’s Background: Tim was a first year male student. availability and flexibility that the online discussions gave
Although he had limited experience with online him  as  an  opportunity  to  enhance  his  own  learning.
discussions, he was a regular internet user and he was He found the online discussion environment to be a
really positive about using the WebCT discussions at the pertinent place to explore his learning styles and
beginning of the first semester course. From the preferences. However, this process caused him to be
researcher’s observations and the evidence from both labeled negatively in the online discussions in this
semester one and semester two, he was an active course.
participant in the online discussions. He was a regular
contributor to the weekly discussions and he always tried Researcher’s Observation: Tim liked using words in an
to provoke other students to contribute by asking apt, clever and amusing way that sometimes irritated some
questions and probing other students. It appeared that of his co-learners. In other words, he provoked other
sometimes he deliberately tried to annoy his co-learners people in order to generate interaction and so that the
in order to stimulate their contributions. discussion site  would  not  be  a  dull  place  to  be  in.

Tim’s View on Online Discussions in this Course: face-to-face discussions, he believed that the online

in the online discussions gave him the chance to explore

discussions involved debating and constructing

was an opportunity to be totally open in expressing his

He was objective about his own learning and the

Even though he had no problem getting involved in the
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discussions provided a more stimulating experience for initiator of personal insults since, during the
him. He was really confident in his ability to discuss and conversation, Tim had used another student’s name as
encourage other students to be involved. part of a joke. Although Tim admitted in the discussion

Bullying as an Approach in Online Discussion: The term were really annoyed with his attitude and made the
bully was generated in this study from the tutor’s following comments about what they called a ridiculous
interview when the tutor mentioned the need to deal with joke.
bullying   in   online   discussions.  Before  the  interview,
the participants were not placed into specific categories. Hey Susan…was a JOKE! A slight innuendo at an
The interview with Beatrice (the tutor) indirectly oxymoron (Tim, Week 3, Semester 2).
influenced the researcher’s perception of Tim as a bully in
the online discussions with, Tim’s behavior was unacceptable, but it should not

I think I need to have a clear strategy to deal with sometimes   over-anxious   in   the   online  discussions,
bullies. It’s been a problem every year and which led him to over-rule and appear ignorant during the
particularly a problem this year. I need to think of discussions, his actions did invite very robust and lively
how to deal with these people creatively because discussions in some  of  the  weeks  during  the  course.
they have the right to be in there too but they don’t The researcher wondered if the discussions would have
have the right to bully other (Beatrice-The Tutor) ever become so energetic without him playing his role. 

Although Beatrice did not name any students that behaviour of the students in the online discussions as
she labeled as a bully, assumption was made as Tim was unacceptable in terms of the expected behaviour and
one  of  the  ‘bullies’  as  there  were  instances  when ethics. Going back to Tim’s strategies in the online
Beatrice   had    tried   to  stop     conversations     started discussions, it is clear that he realised that his attitudes
by   Tim   that were   becoming   too   personal  and irritated other students and the online transcripts also
unpleasant. In one of these instances, Beatrice reminded indicated that some students were feeling irritated by
students to read the WebCT guide on online etiquette Tim’s  attitudes,  directness  and  use  of  strong  words.
with, His bullying attitude was clearly identified in the second

You guys might like to read the piece in the WebCT definite bully in terms of deliberately bullying and
guide about ‘WebCT etiquette’. I think it is great harassing other people, he would not be apologising for
that you can have an intense discussion about his negative attitude during the online discussion
something but it is not okay to start trading session.
personal insults. It tends to shut down conversation
and some people might think twice about posting I didn’t intend any aggression, I just disagree with
again! Now go to your corners and think what everything you said and maybe I was a little intense
about you’ve done. (Beatrice, Week 3, Semester 2). so for that I apologize (Tim, week 3, semester 2).

There were  students  who  apologized   for   their He also acknowledged that his eagerness to elicit
behavior after reading Beatrice’s statement. But Tim more information from other students resulted in an
continued to provoke the discussion participants. unpleasant situation in the online discussions. 
Beatrice then posted another message. 

Okay   so   now   stop…   please  (Beatrice,  Week 3, response from other students. Sometimes this desire
Semester 2). can be bad, because I sometimes try to do something

However, there were still students, including Tim, (like     provoking      them     into     an    argument)
who ignored Beatrice’s statements. The conversation and   it   turns   out   bad,   which   I   don’t  really
continued and there were fourteen more messages posted like (Tim, Personal Learning Journal, Week 8,
in the conversation  including  four  messages  from  Tim. Semester 1).
It is obvious that Beatrice was pointing at Tim as the

that he was only joking, there were some students who

be labeled so passively. Despite the fact that Tim was

The tutor for this course viewed the bullying

semester’s online transcripts. However, if Tim was a

Sometimes I was quite frustrated because of the lack of

to encourage other students to be in the discussions
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By provoking others in the online discussions, Tim in semester one, Tim was considered an active participant
not only established his own position, but he also as he posted more than the required one posting per
significantly progress the discussions in order to involve week. Therefore, it is clear that his contributions in the
other inactive students. This behavior is somehow the online discussions were not just to meet the required
opposite of being a bully, as a bully tends to try and number of postings. 
prevent other people from joining the discussions, but a
provocateur tends to want others to join the discussions. Encouragement of Other Students to Be Involved in the
In order to establish the relationships between Online Discussions: In most of the weeks in semester
provocation and Tim’s learning approach, the definitions two, he contributed more than once and he used different
of provocateur was considered in relation to Tim’s strategies to encourage other students to be involved in
background and learning approach. the online discussions. The strategies used included

From Bully to Provocateur: The word bully seems to be discussion by questioning others and provoking others
a very strong word that indicates a negative action that by using his own ideas and reasoning. He was really into
does not benefit any person involved. However, the the online discussions and kept changing strategies in
definition of the word provocateur shows what a order to “dig” new information (‘dig’ is Tim’s own word
provocateur does to invite action in a situation. The word in Personal Learning Journal, Week 7). He sometimes
provocateur originated from the word “provoke” which started the weekly discussions by trying to encourage
means, “to arouse a feeling or action” and “to incite and provoke other people to participate. He also
anger” (Merriam-Webster, Incorporated. Online questioned other students’ ideas by trying to rationalize
Dictionary, 2011). It also means, “to call forth (as a feeling and give reasons for his own ideas during the
or  action) or to stir up purposely (such as provoke a discussions.
fight) or to provide the  needed  stimulus  for  (such as
will provoke a lot of discussion)” (Merriam-Webster, I’m   sorry to    offend    you    here,     but     what     are
Incorporated. Online Dictionary, 2011). Provocation is the you  talking about?  “we  are   at   our   most
act of provoking somebody or something by making the informative from birth to aged four years old”??
person angry or indignant. In this study, the act of (Tim quotes other student’s post) … It sounds like
provocation occurred when some of the students tried to you are quoting to … Also I have no idea what
get other students to join the online discussions by “psychological engineering: is. Is it like making a
annoying them and using infuriating words.  Although brain or something? Or …?? Lastly, we are being
the use of those words was deemed inappropriate by “brainwashed” just as much as at university today
some, it undoubtedly invited more inactive students to as the kids of today are by TV, except now we are
express their ideas and perceptions of the topics under being told that McDonalds is … instead of
discussion. Tim’s acts of provocation helped him to McDonalds is good … would you say we were being
develop his personal learning in this course and brainwashed before you came to uni? If so, then why
encouraged other students to be involved the online is education the answer? (Tim, Week 3, Semester 2)
discussions. This analysis suggests that it could be
important for moderators to consider the roles of The overall strategies used by Tim changed when
provocateurs and try to find ways to promote positive necessary  and  he  used different strategies depending
outcomes and decrease the negative consequences from on the situations he encountered during the online
the provoking approach. discussion sessions. He also clearly indicated in his

Tim as a Provocateur from other people. From the evidence in the online threads
Characteristics of the Provocateur: Although the and interviews, it is clear that Tim kept changing his
researcher tried hard to find other instances of strategies. He was sometimes a starter of a discussion and
provocation through the analysis of the data, only Tim sometimes he acted as a follower. Either way, he tried to
could be categorized as a provocateur in this study. There encourage other students to be actively involved in the
are four characteristics that identify Tim as a provocateur online discussions so that he would be able to learn from
in the online discussions. These characteristics are: other people’s experiences or perceptions. 

Active Participation in the Online Discussions: Motivation for Participation Not Assessment Oriented:
Although he was new to online discussions in this course From     Tim’s     actions     in     the    online    discussions,

responding to other people’s posts, trying to start a

interview that he  used  those  strategies  to  trigger  ideas
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especially in semester two, it is clear that assessment or discussions and not just answers to the tutor’s
getting marks for the course was not his main goal in the questions.
online discussions as he would have gained only 5% for To enable him to collect information on the topics
the total 10 posted messages for one semester of the based on other students’ experiences.
course and his overall messages for both semesters To test and evaluate his own capability and
greatly    exceeded    the    number    of    required    posts. knowledge in the course by comparing and debating
He mentioned in his personal journal that, in the online discussions. 

I found   myself   struggling   not    to    focus    all    my However, Tim realized that his attitude towards the
time on the online discussions… I had not online discussions was sometimes too harsh for some of
anticipated the amount of time I would spend his peers. He admitted that he used that kind of approach
online, reading and responding to questions. I think to get into the minds of other discussion participants. By
it causes you to dig a little more, to learn how to provoking other students, he was able to find the answers
think  about  the  information  on  a  deeper  level. that he was seeking in a topic. 
You  can’t  just  accept  everything  that you read Tim as the grit in an oyster is a useful way to think of
(Tim, Personal Learning Journal, Week 7). the provocateur in this study. The grit seeds the pearl.

High Level of Engagement in Learning and Discussions: knowledge through discussion. In terms of the online
Tim showed a high level of engagement in learning and discussions in this course, Tim could be seen as one of
the online discussions. He was self-motivated and the students who triggered contributions from other
strategically involved in the online discussions. As an students because of his own eagerness to learn. While
active participant, he evidently tried to optimize the online provocation is an act that sometimes creates discomfort
discussions as  a  means   for   his   personal   learning. within others, it can also contribute to personal and
Given that online discussion is a method for sharing collective learning. The provoking actions can possibly
knowledge between people, Tim needed to encourage that lead to more new ideas by inviting more people to
knowledge sharing in order to advance his own participate, including those who participated little,
knowledge construction. He also believed that ideas and including peripheral participants, occasional participants
opinions are negotiable and subject to change after and eventual participants. Provocative actions can
certain consideration. generate more vibrant discussions. Tim should not be

As the knowledge located in the online discussions viewed as a bully; rather he was playing the role of a
is within a social location, the engagement in the provocateur (by provoking others) in order to encourage
discussions became vital for Tim in order for him to other people in the online discussions. Being a
establish his own position in the topics discussed in the provocateur could be defined as adopting some highly
online discussions. Other people’s views were important assertive (bullying) strategies as a means to get other
to him to help clarify and support his judgement of the people talking and involved in the online discussions,
issues discussed. The process of identifying the while not meaning to harass or threaten other people in
relationship between his ideas and other people’s ideas ways that could make them feel reluctant to be involved.
was very important to enable him to establish the new
knowledge that he sought for his own learning in this The Tutors and the Provocateur: In the online
course. discussions, provocateurs could be seen as challenging

the tutors’ control in two ways. First, provocateurs
I    also    feel    that  the    online    discussion   makes sometimes ignored the instructions of the tutors in the
me  desire  to  discuss  more  deeply  certain  topics (Tim, online discussions and overlooked the tutors’ efforts in
Personal Learning Journal, Week 10). trying to consider other people’s feelings. While the

DISCUSSION there was learning as a result of the provoking approach,

Provocateur     as     a    Role    in    Online    Discussion: resulted in discomfort for the tutor. As such, some tutors
Tim provoked other students in the online discussions in give no marks for inappropriate, rude, derisive or profane
this course for three reasons: postings.

To encourage other students to be involved in the discouraged other people during online discussions or
online discussions so that the discussions were conversations. By discouraging others, provocateurs

Tim could be seen as the grit that seeds the pearl of

provocateur’s approach in this study tends to suggest

the perception of rudeness from the provoking act

Second, provocateurs sometimes inadvertently
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increase the tutor’s responsibility for encouraging discussions, it has been possible to open up questions
participation. To counteract the negative impacts of about students’ approaches in the online discussion
provocation, tutors need to highlight cyber-ethics and environment and how such approaches might contribute
fully emphasize the ethics of the online behaviour at the to their personal learning in different and unexpected
beginning of the course. “Ethics is about understanding ways. The findings show that each of the participants had
how your actions affect other people, knowing what is a rationale for their online contributions and for their
right and wrong and taking personal responsibility for online actions that was consistent with the ways in which
your actions-even if they are legal” [8]. they  explained  their  own  understandings  of  learning.

It is important that tutors recognize that the This suggests that by expanding students’ understanding
provocateur exists in online discussions and that they of various forms of learning and participation it may be
encourage provocateurs outside online discussion possible for tutors to enhance online learning by fostering
sessions to be more tolerant and positive in their actions various forms of online participation in their online
of provoking other people. To develop the provocative learning environment.
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